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you are responsible for life and your godliness

and the moment you follow your inner nature

you are not listening to god…

you are god in action !

that is your gratitude to this life that has entered you

follow it silently

live it deeply

and it will give you the peaked experience of fulfillment

follow your inner silent thread and you are god

follow others and you are a slave

you are a slave because it is borrowed

they are borrowing your time and your life

do not sell your life so cheaply

you are priceless !

value these moments of life deeply 

they are your life

you choose your life

you choose your friends

it is your life !

you are not to live other peoples lives

they have their lives…they can live their lives…

you will see one strange phenomenon

that those who do not know how to live their lives

always tell you that you do not know how to live your life…

that you are wrong…

this is the trap

the word responsibility

the ugliest word in the world

be responsible to somebody…

are you not responsible to the life within you ?

since when have others become gods ?

and since when have you sold your life and future to others ?

first be who you are

see what life has given to you

understand your sources of life

understand the relaxed breath…this peaked experience

and this open window will create a vision…

a certain clarity

and it will guide you and tell you

that these are important values in your life

these are your values

this is your life

this is your destiny

do not listen to what has been fed into your head

parasites do not know how to live their lives…they need suckers !

all these companies are selling you

your future is being sold

your whole life has been sold

you never lived because you need to fulfill your stupid dreams

whichever society you will go in

you will follow their dreams…their ideas…their stupidity

you have become a robot

become human

understand what is yours and what is not yours

do not fall into others traps

do not think that those minds are your mind

that these are your dreams

they are other peoples unlived life that they are filling into you

they tell you what you should be…to be responsible…

none of it !

you are not responsible for anything but the life that is within you

and that responsibility is not to anybody but to existence itself

another name for it is gratitude towards godliness that is present within you
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